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🔥 @RudyGiuliani  client’s Parnas and Fruman donated
money to Trump, Desantis Pete Sessions etc thru a shell
company that hid the real donor’s identity‼ 

Trump Super PAC Illegally Hid Donor’s Identity, Watchdog Says
Records released this week indicate the contribution came from an entirely different
company, which may have knowingly violated federal campaign-finance laws.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-super-pac-illegally-hid-donors-identity-watchdog-…

Remember when @RudyGiuliani said Trump was his only client⁉
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Replying to @LincolnsBible

1/ Remember a lifetime ago when Giuliani was headed to 
Ukraine for dirt on Hunter Biden but Ukraine wouldn’t entertain 
Rudy’s conspiracies I think Ukraine knows more than we do 
about the mob war over US assets between guys like 
Kolomoisky and Rudy’s clients, Parnas & Fruman
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🔥Pete Sessions blocked a Russian sanctions bill. His father lobbied for Semion

Mogilevich. I am NOT kidding...
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Replying to @runPattirun and 2 others

Pete Sessions father, William Sessions, former FBI Dir. is a 
lobbyist for Semion Mogilevich. No kidding
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💥So many organized crime ties... Is this @RudyGiuliani’s time in the barrel⁉
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4/ Here’s the thing..  @RudyGiuliani ’s Ukraine business deals 
are overlapping with his mafia related partners - clients. 
Kolomoisky, Parnas & Fruman and others are engaged in 
organized crime turf wars involving US assets  
kyivpost.com/ukraine-politi…
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Who controls oligarch Ihor Kolomoisky’s offshore assets? | K…
Editor’s note: This dossier was produced by a Ukrainian investigative
journalist Nadiya Burdey for the Anti-Corruption Action Center. The
kyivpost.com

🌴Sunny Isles, FL- the town Trump and the Russian mafia built ...
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• • •

Igor Fruman and Lev Parnas are part of the Sunny Isles, FL - 
Russian Mar A Lago Trump crowd that launders money thru 
LLCs to  @GOP  campaigns  bloomberg.com/news/articles/…
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97 people are talking about this

Trump's Mysterious Super-PAC Donor Accused of Breaking Law
Global Energy Producers LLC didn’t exist until April. A month later,
before it had a working website, it was flush with enough cash to
bloomberg.com

@lachlan Lev Parnas’ shell companies in Florida- home of Spetznaz and Mangushev -

Stage 2 Ghost Stories... 😎
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A second page of Parnas LLCs. You can go to sunbiz.org to click 
on blue links to get all their docs.@lachlan
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